
David’s The Coronation of Napoleon (Image 5) is a monumental painting – 

it is roughly 20 feet by 32 feet. He has filled this event of contemporary 

history with all the appropriate symbols and signs of imperial 

inauguration. As we saw earlier in David’s program of propaganda, 

Napoleon was very keen on the idea of being linked to the Carolingian 

Empire. It was very important to Napoleon that he was seen, not as an 

extension of the Bourbon dynasty, for obvious reasons, but rather the 

modern equivalent of Emperor Charlemagne. In order to do this, 

Napoleon chose symbols that recalled both ancient imperial Rome and 

Charlemagne. He ordered for this coronation the laurel leaf crown, 

recalling those worn by the Caesars of Rome, and sword, scepter and orbs 

all to have been recreations or the actual ones used by Charlemagne. 

These were paired with Napoleon’s own emblem on the crimson 

coronation robes worn by both Napoleon and Josephine. This emblem is 

made up of bees and eagles, interlaces branches of laurel, olive and oaks 

encircling the letter “N”. The wealth of insignia and emblems borrowed 

from history and mythology create an inventory of symbolism the makes 

the power and prestige of Napoleon visible to the masses. In another 

effort to recall and draw on the example of Charlemagne, was the 

presence of the Pope. In 800 C.E. the Pope anointed Charlemagne, 

founding his Empire. In an effort to follow in the historical precedent set 

by Charlemagne and to force international recognition of his own imperial 

ambition, Napoleon was insistent that Pope Pius VII preside over the 

ceremony. This intention was overshadowed however by the actions that 

occurred during the coronation ceremony. Not wanting to “appear 

subservient or reliant on the authority of the Church”, Napoleon took the 

laurel crown out of the hands of the Pope, and placed it on top of his own 

head. He then turned and crowned Josephine as the Empress of the 

French. For David, the actions of the coronation presented a problem. It 

would seem rather obvious that the most important moment would be 

the moment Napoleon is crowned Emperor and therefore the one that 

should be commemorated in David’s painting. It is the case however, 

especially with the events of the Revolution fresh in everyone’s minds, the 

act of self-crowning on the part of Napoleon had the unwanted 

implication of usurpation. Originally, David’s intention was to paint the 



moment in which Napoleon bolding placed the crown upon his head, but 

after completing preliminary sketches he transformed the scene to show 

Napoleon crowning Josephine. By doing so, David was attempting to elicit 

complacency and passivity on the part of the viewer and render “lass 

apprehensible the brazen act of self-coronation.” The depiction of 

Josephine gives the impression of the return of patriarchal authority 

through the submissive response of Josephine; this idea of submission and 

acceptance of Napoleon’s rule is central to the painting’s mission. 

Josephine is seen kneeling in front of Napoleon with her hands clasped 

and head bowed in obedience. His weight is shifted forwards, eyes cast 

downward towards her. David has presented a less dramatic version of 

Napoleon than in his previous paintings, soliciting a softer sentiment. 

Napoleon and Josephine still remain idealized, while those surrounding 

them are easily recognizable. David is clearly playing on the emotions of 

the viewer by showing Josephine playing the role of the French citizens, 

obedient, subservient and reliant on the Emperor. This is a decisive shift 

from the earlier images of Napoleon as the courageous military leader and 

warrior. 


